The stationary state probability densities appear not only in the study of dynamical systems with random vector fields, but also in the deterministic dynamical systems exhibiting chaotic behavior when the uncertainties in the initial conditions are represented with the probability densities. But since it is very hard problem to determine these densities, in this paper the new efficient method to obtain an approximate solution of Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation which arises in the determination of the stationary state probability densities has been given by representing the densities with compactly supported functions. With specific choice of the compactly supported functions as piecewise multivariable polynomials which are supported on the ellipsoidal regions, the parameters to be calculated for determining the densities can be considerably decreased compared to Multi-Gaussian Closure scheme, in which the stationary densities are assumed to be the weighted average of the Gaussian densities. The main motivation to choose the compactly supported functions is that, in the chaotic dynamics the states are trapped in a specific compact subspace of the state space. The stationary state densities of two basic examples commonly considered in the literature have been estimated using the Parzen's estimator, and the densities obtained using the newly proposed method have been compared with these estimated densities and the densities obtained with the Multi-Gaussian Closure scheme. The results indicate that the presented compactly supported piecewise polynomial scheme can be successful compared to Multi-Gaussian scheme, when the system is highly nonlinear.
Introduction
The effect of indeterministic inputs on the dynamical systems can be considered in the view of FokkerPlanck-Kolmogorov (FPK) formalism. This formalism gives one the ability to transform the random dynamical systems evolving in the state space under the influence of Gaussian white noise either in additive or in multiplicative form, to a new dynamical system evolving in the space of probability density functions stated in terms of a linear parabolic partial differential equation, the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation [1] . Such probability densities appear not only in the study of dynamical systems with random vector fields, but also in the deterministic dynamical systems exhibiting chaotic behavior when the uncertainties in the initial conditions are represented with the densities [2] .
It is known that an exact solution of the FPK equation is generally hard to find and only in some special cases exact solution is known [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Many approximate methods have been developed, such as the variational methods based on the eigenfunction expansion of the probability density function (pdf) [9, 10] , iterative methods based on the solution of an integral equation [1, 11] , the maximum entropy approach originated by the classical work of Jaynes [12] in which the solution of the FPK equation is presented by an infinite dimensional dynamical system of the moments of the pdfs [13, 14] and weighted residual schemes [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . A simple approach is the Gaussian Closure (GC) method where the solution is assumed to be Gaussian and the parameters of the Gaussian pdf are chosen in order to minimize the approximation error [20] . This approach has been extended to Multi-Gaussian case in which the solution is assumed to be the sum of Gaussian pdfs [21] . Another variant of this method called Exponential Closure is to use the exponential functions of polynomials of the state variables, instead of Gaussian assumption [16, 17] . In these methods, solution of the FPK equation in the weak sense is reduced to a solution of nonlinear algebraic equations.
The GC is unsuitable when the system is highly nonlinear or when multiplicative random excitations exist. In order to eliminate these drawbacks, the MGC method is used, but in this case the number of free parameters to be determined can be quite large, consequently, the method may not be feasible for high dimensional nonlinear systems.
In Section 2.1 of this paper, the FPK equation arising from the stochastic dynamical system driven with Gaussian white noise has been introduced first. In Section 2.2, the existing methods to obtain the approximate solution of the FPK equation have been summarized. In Section 2.3 the new method based on the weighted residual scheme has been proposed, in which instead of the exponential functions of polynomials, compactly supported multivariable polynomial functions (CSP) have been used to simplify the problem of obtaining and solving nonlinear algebraic equations which represent the FPK equation. Then in Section 3, to clarify the usefulness of this newly proposed method, the stationary state densities of dynamical systems with cubic nonlinearities whose exact solutions are known, have been obtained and the results have been compared with the densities obtained by the MGC scheme and the estimated densities obtained using the Parzen's kernel density estimator [22, 23] .
The Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov formalism

The Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation
Let L m ðR n Þ denote the measure space consists of all integrable functionsf :
and DðR n Þ & L 1 ðR n Þ be a set of density functions defined by
Consider the following stochastic differential equation:
with initial condition where a ij ðxÞ , P n k¼1 g ik ðxÞg jk ðxÞ i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, which is always nonnegative, and p 0 (x) is the initial density of the states.
Defining the FPK operator as
and the system given in (1) with the initial density of the states (5), then FPK equation (4) can be written as
The stationary density p st (x), if exists, is defined by the limit lim t!1 pðx; tÞ , p st ðxÞ 8p 0 ðxÞ 2 DðR n Þ: ð8Þ
In the stationary case, the FPK operator can be defined as
and hence, the stationary density should satisfy the reduced FPK equation
together with the boundary condition (3). Multiplying both sides of (10) with an arbitrary test function h : R n ! R of Hilbert space H with the usual inner product defined by hf ðxÞ; gðxÞi , R R n f ðxÞgðxÞdx 8f ; g 2 H, and integrating both sides over the whole domain yields the variational equation hLp st ðxÞ; hðxÞi ¼ 0:
Clearly, all solutions of (10) are the solutions of the variational equation (11) , but the inverse statement, in general, is not true. Finding solution of the infinite dimensional variational problem is almost as demanding as the solution of the original problem. In practice, a finite set of linearly independent test functions, Y , fh k 2 Hg N k¼1 are chosen in order to satisfy
The solution p st (AE), satisfying (12) is called the solution of the reduced FPK equation (10) in the weak sense. The error between the exact solution of the variational problem and the weak sense solution vanishes in the space spanned by fh k g N k¼1 .
Approximate solution of the FPK equation
Let p # (x) be an estimate of the solution of (10) parameterized by the N-dimensional vector #. An approximate stationary solution in the weak sense can be obtained by substituting p # (x) in the FPK equation, and determining the parameters using the orthogonality requirement of the test functions, and the right hand side of the (10) . This yields a set of nonlinear algebraic equations to be solved for # in terms of system parameters, i.e.
Denoting the resolution as the number of the basis functions, K, and if p # (x) is chosen to be
where jAEj denotes the determinant,
. . , K}, C i , and m i denote n · n positive symmetric covariance matrices, n · 1 mean vectors to be determined respectively, then the method of obtaining approximate solution is called Multi-Gaussian Closure (MGC) method [21] . The special case where K = 1, is equivalent to Gaussian-Closure (GC) method. Another choice for p # (x) is an exponential function of a polynomial Q N (x), such that
where c is a normalization constant selected such that p # (AE) is normalized. In this case, the method is called as Exponential Closure method [24, 16, 17] . In both cases, the test functions are chosen to be simple monomials or monomials multiplied by the pdf obtained by the GC, in which the approximate pdfs do not have compact support.
However, in practice, the stationary states of the stable systems are trapped in a specific compact subspace of R n , which implies that the integration over the whole domain is unnecessary. This fact is the inspiration of the newly proposed method based on the compactly supported pdfs.
Approximation of the solution of the FPK equation using compactly supported polynomials
A function has compact support if it is zero outside of a compact set. Let X i , i = 1,. . . , K be the supports of such base functions u #i ðÁÞ parameterized with vectors # i , i.e.
u #i ðxÞ ¼ 0 8x 6 2 X i ; and 8x 2 oX i ;
where oX i denotes the boundary of X i . The solution of the reduced FPK (10) can be approximately constructed using such compactly supported functions as given in the sequel.
Assume that the pdf which approximate the solution of the reduced FPK (10) is a linear combination of compactly supported functions
where j i P 0 "i, P i j i ¼ 1 and the set of parameters # , {# i , i = 1,. . . , K}. In order to fulfill the prerequisites of FPK theorem, it is sufficient that u #i ðÁÞs satisfy the following conditions for all i:
In other words, u #i ðÁÞs are the single bump densities supported in the domain X i .
Applying the linear FPK operator to the pdf defined in (17) yields
Multiplying with the test functions and integrating yields Z
and using (13) , a set of equations in the form,
is obtained. Solving the system of equations (22) yields the best approximation of the solution where the error between the exact pdf and the approximated pdf vanishes on the space spanned by the test functions fh k g N À1
k¼1 . The essence of the proposed method is to use the compactly supported functions. A family of such functions in the form of compactly supported multivariable polynomials (CSP) which satisfy (18) is given by
0; otherwise;
which are supported over the ellipsoidal regions X i defined by
where fl i g n i¼1 and fr i g n i¼1 are the center and axes lengths of the n-dimensional ellipsoids respectively, and the c is the normalization constant chosen according to (18c). With additional n À 1 parameters, ellipsoidal regions can be rotated around the ellipsoid center which results in extra degrees of freedom. The advantage of using such a simple polynomial form of (23) has been demonstrated in Section 3.
Examples
Following examples chosen from [21] to demonstrate the application and approximation ability of the proposed method.
1-D example: bistable system
The exact solution is known to be [8] p ex ðxÞ ¼ 2
where I n (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. According to the method proposed in Section 2.3, the solution in form of CSP for the stationary density has been assumed in the form of
where the simplest choice for u #i which satisfies conditions (18) is
and it is shown for l i = 0, r i = 1 in Fig. 1 . The total 3K parameters consist of # ¼ fl i ; r i g K i¼1 and j i , (i = 1,. . . , K) must be determined from the nonlinear algebraic equations obtained using the described procedure in Section 2.3.
Eq. (21) takes the form
and choosing h k , x k k = 1,. . . , 6, then evaluating (29) yields
For the case K = 1,2,3, a = 1, 2, and
the numerical solutions of (22) and MGC schemes have been enlisted in the Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The comparison of the CSP, MGC schemes for K = 3 and simulation data has been shown in Fig. 2 . The simulation has been done using Euler-Maruyama solver [25] with fixed step size of time increments, Dt = 1 · 10 À1 s, and t max = 5020 s, and first 20 s of the simulation data have been ignored to allow the transients to die out. The pdf has been also estimated using the Parzen's estimator [22] , i.e.
2 ; hðnÞ ¼ 1 ffiffi ffi n p and x(t i ) , x(t 0 + iDt), i = 1,. . . , N are the ensemble points obtained from the simulation. The resulting pdfs from the simulations for 100 different realizations of Brownian paths have been averaged to smooth the estimated pdf.
The pdf obtained by the proposed method is very close to the exact solution, and is in agreement with the estimated pdf using the Parzen's estimator from the simulation data.
The error between the approximate and the exact solutions can be determined using the L 2 -norm, i.e. ðk Á k 2 , R ðÁÞ 2 dxÞ 1=2 . The errors between the exact and the approximate solutions have been found by evaluation of kp ex (x) À p CSP (x)k 2 and kp ex (x) À p MGC (x)k 2 . They have been shown in Fig. 3 for the case K = 3. The resulting errors for different values of noise amplitudes are smaller for the CSP scheme as compared to MGC scheme.
The moments Eðx k Þ , R R x k pðxÞdx, k = 1,2,. . ., have been evaluated for the exact pdf and the approximate pdfs obtained by CSP and MGC schemes (Table 3) , and the relative errors defined as Eðx k ÞÀE CSP;MGC ðx k Þ Eðx k Þ Â 100 have been calculated for a = 1, 2 and K = 3. The relative errors for a = 1 are then compared. Clearly, the resulting error profile is better for the CSP scheme as can be seen in Fig. 4 .
The resulting approximate pdfs of CSP scheme, as depicted in Fig. 5 , are in agreement with the expected physical situation as the noise power a is changed. When the noise power is small, the probability of finding the state near the stable equilibria of the system with a = 0 will be higher. As the noise power increases, the Table 3 Comparison of the moments for the exact and the approximate solutions peaks centered about the equilibria broadens, which implies that when averaged, the trajectory switches more frequently between the stable equilibria.
2-D example: duffing system under the Gaussian white noise excitation
Let the system (1) be as
where g 0 (t), g 1 (t) are one-dimensional independent Gaussian white noises. Corresponding FPK operator is given by
The exact solution of the (32) is known to be [8] 
where K n (x) denotes the modified Bessel functions of the second kind. Note that the states are scaled so that the exact pdf does not depend on a.
The base function u #i has been chosen as
0; otherwise: The function u ai;bi;l 1i ;l 2i is compactly supported inside elliptic region defined by Assuming that the solution is in the form
should be determined. The test functions have been chosen as h 1 (x, y) = x, h 2 (x, y) = y, h 3 (x, y) = xy, h 4 (x, y) = x 2 and h 5 (x, y) = y 2 . In order to simplify the integrals in (21) the following transformation x ! l 1i þ a i r cosð/Þ; y ! l i2 þ b i r sinð/Þ; which transformed the elliptic regions to the region inside the unit circle have been specifically chosen. Evaluating,
for k = 1,. . . , 5 yields
For a first approximation with K = 1, solving (22) gives
This solution has been depicted in Fig. 6 , for = 0.1,1,10. At the same resolution, MGC scheme with the parameters
q 11 r 11 r 21 q 11 r 11 r 21 r 2 21
A comparison of exact solution, the solution for the MGC, and proposed schemes for the marginal density p(x) are shown in Fig. 7 . To investigate the effect of increasing nonlinearity on the approximation error, kp ex (x, y) À p CSP (x, y)k 2 and kp ex (x, y) À p MGC (x, y)k 2 have been compared in Fig. 8 . = 0 corresponds to a linear systems for which the state pdf is purely Gaussian, hence the pdf calculated using the MGC scheme is exact. However, due to the filtering introduced by the compactly supported polynomials by truncating the pdf at the tails, the error is high for the CSP scheme. As the value of increases, the approximation error introduced by the MGC scheme increases fast, where as the approximation error of CSP scheme scales almost linearly. Hence, when the system is highly nonlinear, the CSP scheme results in better approximation error profile.
The proposed scheme estimates the pdf of the states in both examples successfully. Using the compactly supported polynomials as in (23) has an advantage that it needs at most 3Kn parameters to be determined totally (i.e., n, n, n À 1 parameters for axis lengths, the center point and the axis rotations of the n-dimensional ellipsoids, respectively, together with the weights of the base functions). On the other hand, Multi-Gaussian Closure scheme needs K ðnþ2Þðnþ1Þ 2 parameters, in the same resolution. Further reduction in number of parameters to be determined is possible if the ellipsoid axes are chosen to be equal and the rotations are omitted, which may be suitable in some cases as in example 2. Besides, there is an obvious numerical advantage that the integrations over the ellipsoidal regions are quite easier, e.g. to calculate needed the moments.
On the other hand, because of the properties of the base functions, the density obtained by the proposed method can not approximate the tail of the exact pdfs well. Hence, the proposed form of approximate densities may not be suitable for some cases such as reliability analysis. The proposed method is more suitable when qualitative behavior of the system under consideration is to be characterized. The approximate solutions obtained can also be used as an initial condition for iterative FPK solution methods as in [11] to improve the accuracy.
Conclusions
In this paper, the new method of obtaining set of nonlinear algebraic equations whose solutions are the parameters of compactly supported approximate solution of FPK equation in the weak sense for the nonlinear systems driven with Gaussian white noise, has been presented. With the specific choice of compactly supported polynomial functions, it has been possible to choose the number of parameters to be determined considerably smaller than the MGC scheme as the dimensionality of the system increases. The errors between the exact solution and approximate solutions have been examined, and compared for the two examples commonly − − encountered in the literature. The pdfs obtained by the proposed method are very close to the exact solution, and are in agreement with the pdfs estimated by the Parzen's estimator obtained from the simulation data. The approximate pdfs of the CSP method also confirm the expected physical behavior as the noise power is changed. The method can also be used to determine stationary densities arising from the chaotic behavior of the low dimensional deterministic dynamical systems due to the uncertainties in the initial conditions. Since the calculation of the related entropies in terms of the systems parameters are possible with the determination of the densities, the entropy increase in the bifurcation phenomena can also be observed for such systems. Hence, as a future work, the controlling the chaotic dynamics might be achieved by optimization of the entropies calculated via the pdfs using the CSP scheme.
